We present in this chapter the QALC system which has participated in the four TREC QA evaluations. We focus here on the problem of linguistic variation in order to be able to relate questions and answers. We present first, variation at the term level which consists in retrieving questions terms in document sentences even if morphologic, syntactic or semantic variations alter them. Our second subject matter concerns variation at the sentence level that we handle as different partial reformulations of questions. Questions are associated with extraction patterns based on the question syntactic type and the object that is under query. We present the whole system thus allowing situating how QALC deals with variation, and different evaluations.
INTRODUCTION
The huge quantity of available electronic information leads to a growing need for users to have tools able to be precise and selective. These kinds of tools have to provide answers to requests quickly without requiring users to explore large amount of texts or documents, or to reformulate their request. From this viewpoint, finding an answer consists not only in finding relevant documents but also in extracting relevant parts from them if the question is a factual one, or to summarize them if the request is thematic. This leads us to express the QA problem in terms of an information retrieval problem that can be solved using natural language processing (NLP) approaches.
Pure NLP solutions were studied at the end of the seventies to answer questions as in QUALM, the well-known system of Lehnert (1977) . This system analyzed small stories about specific topics (traveling by bus, going to the restaurant, etc.), transformed them into a conceptual representation and answered questions by choosing a strategy depending on the kind of information sought. It consisted of developing reasoning on the conceptual representation making use of general knowledge. In a restricted domain, some recent work such as Extrans (Berri, Mollá Alliod & Hess, 1998) also made use of an NLP approach: its purpose was to analyze the Unix manual, to represent it in a logical form and to make inferences to answer T. Strzalkowski and S. Harabagiu, (eds.) , Advances in Open Domain Question Answering, 189-226 189 C. JACQUEMIN, L. MONCEAUX, I. ROBBA AND A. VILNAT questions. Nevertheless, Extrans proposed to back off to a weaker mode, exploiting keywords when the NLP resolution fails.
The intensive use of semantic and pragmatic knowledge prevents the application of these approaches to open domain questions. As a matter of fact, the resolution strategy has to be adapted to work in such an environment, relaxing the constraints on the conceptual representation. If sentence representations are closer to the surface form, they involve less knowledge and they can be built automatically on a larger scale. Thus, while knowing that the kind of required information remains the same, one can view searching the answer not as an inference problem, but as a reformulation problem: according to what is asked, find one of the different linguistic expressions of the answer in all candidate sentences. The answer phrasing can be considered as an affirmative reformulation of the question, partially or totally, which entails the definition of models that match with sentences containing the answer. According to the different approaches, the kind of model and the matching criteria greatly differ. Strategies range from finding certain words of the questions in the sentence and representation that makes explicit the relations between the words of the question and which is compared to a similar representation of the sentences (Harabagiu, Pasca & Maiorano, 2000; Hovy, Hermjacob & Lin, 2001b) . As realizing a complete parse of sentences remains an unsolved problem, our position is halfway. It consists in a partial reformulation of the question, centered on the question focus and expressed by syntactic constraints.
While the expected answer type is rather precise when the questions ask for a named entity -for example the question When is Bastille Day? requires a date as answer and the question What is the name of the managing director of Apricot Computer? requires a person name -it remains general for other ones, such as questions asking for a definition as in What is a nematode? or for a cause. In the former case, the answer type is such as its recognition in sentences can rely on patterns that are independent from the question terms. Thus, finding an answer mainly requires recognizing an instance of the expected named entity. However, in the latter case, the answer cannot be specified by itself and must be described by a pattern that involves relationships with some question terms and this leads us to talk about linguistic patterns of answers. Nevertheless, whatever criteria are applied, they all require the modeling of linguistic variation at some level.
At the term level, sentences that answer What is the average salary of a professional baseball player?, will certainly contain an expression about salary, which might be the average pay, and an expression about baseball player, which might be baseball professional. The first formulation involves a semantic variation by using a synonym, while the second example relies on a syntactic variation of a noun phrase.
At the sentence level, when looking for a definition, as demanded in What is epilepsy?, the answer might be expressed with epilepsy is a seizure disorder or a person has a seizure disorder or epilepsy …, corresponding to several formulations of the same information involving syntactic variations. These answer formulations can be described by the following patterns: "epilepsy is NP" and "NP or epilepsy" selecting a noun phrase of the expected type -a minimal strategy applied by all the Question Answering (QA) systems in TREC -to building a structured
